Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The purpose of this paper is to propose a Mizuno-Todd-Ye predictor-corrector (MTY-PC) infeasible-interior-point method (infeasible-IPM) for symmetric optimization (SO) by using Euclidean Jordan algebra (EJA). Recently, SO has caused widespread concern, because it provides a unified framework for various convex optimizations including linear optimization (LO), second-order cone optimization (SOCO), and semi-definite optimization (SDO) as special cases. Meanwhile, there are many methods for solving SO. Particularly, the interior-point method (IPM), which was first proposed by Karmarkar \[[@CR1]\], is an important kind of classification algorithm. There is extensive literature on the analysis of IPMs for SO \[[@CR2]--[@CR11]\].

Nowadays, it is broadly accepted that the primal-dual IPM is the most efficient IPM and includes the Mehrotra predictor-corrector (M-PC) algorithm \[[@CR12]\] and the MTY-PC algorithm \[[@CR13]\] as two typical representatives. For literature on the research of the M-PC algorithm, please see \[[@CR7], [@CR8], [@CR14]\]. In the nineties of the last century, researchers began to focus on the MTY-PC algorithm \[[@CR15]--[@CR22]\], because it had the property of the best iteration complexity obtained so far for all the IPMs. Later, some researchers further studied other aspects of the MTY-PC algorithm \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]. Recently, Kitahara \[[@CR26]\] proposed a simple variant of the MTY-PC algorithm for LO, and Yang \[[@CR27]\] extended the MTY-PC algorithm to SO. Inspired by their works, we present an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal{O}(r\log\varepsilon ^{-1})$\end{document}$-iteration complexity MTY-PC algorithm for SO. Moreover, the proposed algorithm will use the infeasible starting, which is found to be easy in practice. This kind of IPM is called infeasible-IPM and is studied in the literature \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR9], [@CR22], [@CR28]--[@CR31]\].

Moreover, the proposed algorithm in this paper has another invention, i.e., the arc-search strategy. Yang \[[@CR32]--[@CR34]\] first developed the arc-search algorithm that searches for optimizers along an ellipse that is an approximation of the central path and gave some of the advantages of the arc-search algorithm. In order to further study the advantages of the arc-search algorithm, Yang \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\] proposed two infeasible-IPMs for LO and SO, and respectively obtained the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {O}(r^{7/4}\log\varepsilon^{-1})$\end{document}$-iteration complexity, where *n* is the larger dimension of a standard LO, *r* is the rank of the associated EJA and *ε* is the required precision. In order to improve the iteration complexity of infeasible-IPM, we will add the arc-search strategy to the MTY-PC algorithm.

In this paper, we propose an MTY-PC infeasible-IPM for SO. The proposed algorithm uses the arc-search strategy and ensures that the duality gap and the infeasibility have the same rate of decline. By analyzing, we achieve the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal{O}(r\log\varepsilon^{-1})$\end{document}$ iteration complexity for the Nesterov-Todd (NT) direction. To our knowledge, this is the best iteration complexity obtained so far for an infeasible SO problem.

The outline of this paper is organized as follows. In Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we briefly introduce some key results on EJA. In Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we give some preliminary discussions for an algorithm and propose the algorithm. In Section [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, we establish the iteration complexity for the proposed algorithm. Finally, we close the paper by some conclusions.

Euclidean Jordan algebra {#Sec2}
========================

In order to ensure the integrity of this paper, we give some results for EJA. Most of these can be found in \[[@CR5], [@CR37]\].
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Theorem 2.1 {#FPar1}
-----------

(Spectral decomposition \[[@CR37], Theorem III.1.2\])
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Proposition 2.2 {#FPar2}
---------------

(\[[@CR5], Proposition 21\])
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Preliminary discussions and algorithm {#Sec3}
=====================================

SO problem and ellipse approximate center {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------
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Moreover, we denote the sets of optimal solutions of (P) and (D) by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for (P) and (D) are given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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System ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) has unique solutions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Systems ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) and ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) do not always have a unique solution due to the fact that *x* and *s* do not operator commute in general. To overcome this difficulty, we apply a scaling scheme that follows from \[[@CR5], Lemma 28\]. For the scaling point $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ p=\bigl[Q_{x^{1/2}}(Q_{x^{1/2}}s)^{-1/2} \bigr]^{-1/2}=\bigl[Q_{s^{-1/2}}(Q_{s^{1/2}}x)^{1/2} \bigr]^{-1/2}, $$\end{document}$$ which was first proposed by Nesterov and Todd for self-scaled cones \[[@CR4]\] and then adapted by Faybusovich \[[@CR3]\] for symmetric cones.

Foundation of the MTY-PC algorithm {#Sec5}
----------------------------------

Since the MTY-PC algorithm requires two matrix factorizations and at most three back-solves for each iteration, it is generally divided into two steps, which are the predictor step and the corrector step.

In the predictor step, using *p* in ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}), systems ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) and ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) are rewritten as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 3.1 {#FPar3}

(\[[@CR34], Theorem 3.1\])
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Using ([12a](#Equ12){ref-type=""}), ([12b](#Equ13){ref-type=""}), ([12c](#Equ14){ref-type=""}), the third equations in ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) and ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In what follows, we discuss a method for selecting the predictor step. Firstly, we give the neighborhood that is used in this paper as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Framework of the MTY-PC algorithm {#Sec6}
---------------------------------

Based on the previous analysis, we state the generic framework of the proposed MTY-PC algorithm in this paper.

### Algorithm 1 {#FPar5}
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To analyze complexity, we give two remarks for Algorithm [1](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}.

### Remark 1 {#FPar6}
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### Proof {#FPar7}
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In what follows, we focus on proving the last inequality and have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 2 {#FPar8}

For Algorithm [1](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}, we choose a particular starting point, which is studied by Zhang \[[@CR14], [@CR31]\] and Rangarajan \[[@CR6]\]. In what follows, we give the particular starting point.
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Complexity analysis {#Sec7}
===================
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Lemma 4.2 {#FPar10}
---------

(\[[@CR6], Lemma 2.9\])
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Lemma 4.4 {#FPar12}
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(\[[@CR5], Lemma 30\])
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Technical results {#Sec8}
-----------------

In order to achieve the iteration complexity bounds for the proposed Algorithm [1](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}, we need some technical results.

### Lemma 4.5 {#FPar13}
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### Proof {#FPar14}
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Using Remark [2](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} and the proof techniques of Lemma A.1 in \[[@CR40]\], we have the following lemma, which gives the upper bound on *ζ*.

### Lemma 4.6 {#FPar15}
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### Lemma 4.7 {#FPar16}
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### Proof {#FPar17}
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### Lemma 4.8 {#FPar18}
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                \begin{document}$\|\ddot{\tilde{x}}\|_{F}\|\ddot{\tilde{s}}\|_{F}\leq\omega^{4} \mu r^{4}/(2\beta)$\end{document}$.

### Proof {#FPar19}

Multiplying the equation of ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned}[b] \|\ddot{\tilde{x}}+\ddot{\tilde{s}}\|_{F}^{2}&= \big\| L_{v}^{-1} (-2\ddot {\tilde{x}} \circ\ddot{\tilde{s}} ) \big\| _{F}^{2}=\big\| (L_{\tilde {x}}L_{\tilde{s}})^{-1/2} (-2\ddot{\tilde{x}} \circ\ddot{\tilde {s}} )\big\| _{F}^{2} \\ &\leq\lambda_{\max}\bigl((L_{\tilde{x}}L_{\tilde{s}})^{-1} \bigr)\|2\ddot{\tilde {x}} \circ\ddot{\tilde{s}}\|_{F}^{2} \leq\frac{4}{\lambda_{\min}({\tilde {\omega}})}\|\ddot{\tilde{x}} \circ\ddot{\tilde{s}} \|_{F}^{2} \\ &\leq\frac{4}{\beta\mu} \bigl[\|\ddot{\tilde{x}}\|_{F} \|\ddot{\tilde{s}} \| _{F} \bigr]^{2} \leq\frac{4}{\beta\mu} \biggl[ \frac{1}{2} \omega^{2} \mu r^{2} \biggr]^{2} =\frac{1}{\beta}\omega^{4} \mu r^{4},\end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ where the second equality uses ([24](#Equ26){ref-type=""}), the first two inequalities follow from Lemma [4.1](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, the last two inequalities are due to Lemmas [4.2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} and [4.7](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"}.

Using the fact $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \|\ddot{\tilde{x}}\|_{F}\|\ddot{\tilde{s}}\|_{F}\leq \frac{1}{2} \bigl[ \| \ddot{\tilde{x}}\|^{2}+\|\ddot{\tilde{s}} \|_{F}^{2} \bigr] =\frac{1}{2}\|\ddot{\tilde{x}}+ \ddot{\tilde{s}}\|_{F}^{2} \leq\frac{1}{2\beta} \omega^{4} \mu r^{4}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ Therefore, the proof of the lemma is completed. □

The next result follows from Lemmas [4.7](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"} and [4.8](#FPar18){ref-type="sec"}.

### Lemma 4.9 {#FPar20}

*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\|\dot{\tilde{s}}\|_{F}\|\ddot{\tilde{x}}\|_{F}\leq\omega^{3} \mu r^{3}/\sqrt{\beta}$\end{document}$.

The lower bounds on *θ̄* {#Sec9}
-----------------------

In this subsection, we will find a lower bounds of *θ̄* to satisfy ([15](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) and ([16](#Equ18){ref-type=""}). They will play a key role in complexity analysis. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
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                \begin{document}$\bar{\theta}^{0}=\arg\sin(\frac{\beta\gamma}{2\omega r})$\end{document}$. If we can prove that ([15](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) and ([16](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) hold for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\bar{\theta}^{0}$\end{document}$ is one of the lower bounds on *θ̄*. For this purpose, we first give an important lemma.

### Lemma 4.10 {#FPar21}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
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                \usepackage{amssymb} 
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
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                \begin{document}$\mu(\theta)=(1-\sin(\theta))\mu$\end{document}$ *be defined in* ([21](#Equ23){ref-type=""}), *then*, *for all* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \big\| \tilde{x}(\theta)\circ\tilde{s}(\theta)-\mu(\theta) e\big\| _{F} \leq 2 \gamma\mu(\theta). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

### Proof {#FPar22}

In order to express convenience, we give some notations as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} f_{1}(\theta)&=\bigl(1-\sin(\theta)\bigr) (\tilde{x}\circ\tilde{s}- \mu e),\qquad f_{2}(\theta)= g^{2}(\theta)\dot{\tilde{x}}\circ\dot{ \tilde{s}}, \\ f_{3}(\theta)&= g(\theta)\sin(\theta)\xi, \qquad f_{4}( \theta)= g^{2}(\theta )\ddot{\tilde{x}}\circ\ddot{\tilde{s}}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ Using ([14](#Equ16){ref-type=""}), Lemma [4.2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}, Lemmas [4.7](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"}, [4.8](#FPar18){ref-type="sec"}, [4.9](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"}, we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{gathered} \big\| f_{1}(\theta)\big\| _{F}\le\bigl(1-\sin(\theta)\bigr)\| \tilde{x}\circ\tilde{s}-\mu e\| _{F}\leq\bigl(1-\sin(\theta)\bigr) \gamma\mu, \\ \big\| f_{2}(\theta)\big\| _{F}= \big\| g^{2}(\theta)\dot{ \tilde{x}}\circ\dot{\tilde{s}}\big\| \leq g^{2}(\theta) \|\dot{ \tilde{x}}\|_{F}\|\dot{\tilde{s}}\|_{F}\leq \frac {1}{2}\sin^{4}(\theta)\omega^{2} \mu r^{2} :=a_{1}, \\ \big\| f_{3}(\theta)\big\| _{F}\leq g(\theta)\sin(\theta)\| \xi \|_{F}\leq\frac {2}{\sqrt{\beta}}\sin^{3}(\theta) \omega^{3} \mu r^{3}:=a_{2}, \\ \big\| f_{4}(\theta)\big\| _{F}\leq g^{2}(\theta)\| \ddot{ \tilde{x}}\circ\ddot{\tilde {s}}\|_{F}\leq\frac{1}{2\beta} \sin^{4}(\theta)\omega^{4} \mu r^{4}:=a_{3}, \end{gathered}$$\end{document}$$ where we use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\|\xi\|_{F}=\|\dot{\tilde{x}}\circ\ddot{\tilde{s}}+\dot{\tilde{s}} \circ \ddot{\tilde{x}}\|_{F}\leq\|\dot{\tilde{x}}\|_{F}\| \ddot{\tilde{s}}\|_{F}+\| \dot{\tilde{s}}\|_{F}\|\ddot{ \tilde{x}}\|_{F}. $$\end{document}$$

In what follows, we will estimate upper bounds on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{gathered} a_{1}=\frac{1}{2}\sin^{4}(\theta) \omega^{2} \mu r^{2}\leq\frac{1}{2}\sin ^{4} \bigl(\bar{\theta}^{0}\bigr)\omega^{2} \mu r^{2}\leq \frac{\gamma^{4}\beta^{4}}{2^{5}\omega ^{2} r^{2}}\mu:=b_{1}, \\ a_{2}=\frac{2}{\sqrt{\beta}}\sin^{3}(\theta) \omega^{3} \mu r^{3}\leq \frac {2}{\sqrt{\beta}}\sin^{3} \bigl(\bar{\theta}^{0}\bigr)\omega^{3} \mu r^{3}\leq \frac{\gamma ^{3}\beta^{5/2}}{2^{2}}\mu:=b_{2}, \\ a_{3}=\frac{1}{2\beta}\sin^{4}(\theta) \omega^{4} \mu r^{4}\leq \frac{1}{2\beta }\sin^{4} \bigl(\bar{\theta}^{0}\bigr)\omega^{4} \mu r^{4}\leq \frac{\gamma^{4}\beta ^{3}}{2^{5}}\mu:=b_{3}. \end{gathered}$$\end{document}$$

Based on the analysis, we give the desired result, which is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{gathered} 2\gamma\mu(\theta)-\big\| \tilde{x}(\theta)\circ\tilde{s}(\theta)-\mu (\theta) e \big\| _{F} \\ \quad\geq 2\gamma\bigl(1-\sin(\theta)\bigr)\mu- \bigl[\big\| f_{1}(\theta) \big\| _{F}+\big\| f_{2}(\theta )\big\| _{F}+\big\| f_{3}( \theta)\big\| _{F}+\big\| f_{4}(\theta)\big\| _{F} \bigr] \\ \quad\geq \gamma\bigl(1-\sin(\theta)\bigr)\mu- [a_{1}+a_{2}+a_{3} ] \\ \quad\geq \gamma\bigl(1-\sin(\theta)\bigr)\mu- [b_{1}+b_{2}+b_{3} ] \\ \quad\geq\gamma\mu \biggl[1-\frac{\gamma\beta}{2\omega r}-\frac{\gamma^{3}\beta ^{4}}{2^{5}\omega^{2} r^{2}}- \frac{\gamma^{2}\beta^{5/2}}{2^{2}}-\frac{\gamma^{3}\beta ^{3}}{2^{5}} \biggr] \\ \quad\geq \gamma\mu \biggl[1-\frac{1}{2^{3}}-\frac{1}{2^{11}}- \frac {1}{2^{6}}-\frac{1}{2^{11}} \biggr]\geq0, \end{gathered}$$\end{document}$$ where we use the result of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\tilde{x}(\theta)\circ\tilde{s}(\theta)$\end{document}$ in (13). □

### Lemma 4.11 {#FPar23}
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### Proof {#FPar24}

Using Lemma [4.10](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"} and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From Lemma [4.3](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$[0,\bar{\theta}^{0}]$\end{document}$. The proof is completed. □

From the above analysis, we obtain the result that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corrector step and iteration complexity {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------

It is well known that an important requirement for the MTY-PC algorithm is that the new iteration point must stay in the given neighborhood, which is equivalent to proving $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 4.12 {#FPar25}
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### Proof {#FPar26}

Multiplying the last equation in ([18](#Equ20){ref-type=""}) by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 4.13 {#FPar27}
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### Proof {#FPar28}

Using Lemma [4.4](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"}, ([20](#Equ22){ref-type=""}) and Lemma [4.12](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"}, we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using the proof technique that is similar to Lemma [4.11](#FPar23){ref-type="sec"}, we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following theorem gives an upper bound for the number of iterations in which Algorithm [1](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} stops with an *ε*-approximate solution.

### Theorem 4.14 {#FPar29}
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### Proof {#FPar30}
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Therefore, Algorithm [1](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} terminates after at most $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

For the SO problem, we have proposed an MTY-PC infeasible-IPM, which requires two matrix factorizations and at most three back-solves for each iteration. In order to improve the iteration complexity, we adopt the arc-search strategy that was proposed by Yang \[[@CR32]--[@CR34]\]. Moreover, the proposed algorithm can ensure that the duality gap and the infeasibility have the same rate of decline. Finally, by applying the EJA tool to our analysis, we established the iteration complexity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal{O}(r\log\varepsilon^{-1})$\end{document}$ for the NT-direction.
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